
2 The global economy
2.1 Overview

Markets, sectors, growth and trade: how are the economies of the world similar, different and
interconnected?

2.1.1 What is globalisation?
Australia is engaged in trading relationships with countries all over the world, particularly with those in the
Asia region. In fact, all advanced economies rely on trade as a means of generating economic growth. This
flow of goods and services between countries, and the money flows that accompany this trade, have increased
global interdependence between the trading countries’ household, business, financial and government sectors.
As a result, what happens in one country affects the activities of similar sectors in many other countries. This
is because we consider the world to be a ‘global economy’. This process of growing interdependence between
countries is known as globalisation.

FIGURE 1 This recently cleared and burnt rainforest area in the Brazilian Amazon has been turned into a cattle
ranch for the export of beef.
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Globalisation presents many issues for businesses, households, governments and financial intermediaries to
consider:

• When overseas businesses take over local businesses, decisions that affect local employees and customers
may no longer be made by local management. This may not be in the interests of either the employees or
consumers.

• The power and reach of the United States entertainment industry has meant that music, language, fashion
and culture have become increasingly standardised throughout the world. This may or may not be regarded
as a positive trend.

• Some large international businesses are wealthier and possibly more powerful than the governments of
some smaller and medium-sized countries. If one of these companies wants access to the resources in such
a country, can the country’s government guarantee the best deal for its people?

• How well do we balance the economic interests of increased trade and globalisation with the importance of
environmental sustainability?

Learning objectives
Students will investigate:

• why and how participants in the global economy are dependent on each other.

LEARNING SEQUENCE

2.1 Overview
2.2 Globalisation and the international economy
2.3 Imported products in our local shops
2.4 Global supply chains
2.5 Transnational corporations
2.6 SkillBuilder: Developing graphs from tables
2.7 Review

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic

STARTER QUESTIONS

1. Identify five transnational corporations that operate in Australia. Do these companies manufacture their
products in this country or simply import from overseas?

2. Of the goods and services your family buys regularly, which are locally produced and which are
imported? Of those locally produced, what proportion are made by overseas-owned companies?
What conclusions can you draw about the influence of globalisation on the Australian economy?

3. Examine the TV schedule for your local commercial stations between 7 pm and 11 pm over one week.
Calculate and compare the number of hours dedicated to overseas programs and Australian-produced
programs during this period. Calculate the percentage of each.

4. Carry out similar calculations for music and movies by examining the current popular music charts
and cinema advertisements. What conclusions can you draw in relation to our main entertainment
influences in Australia?

Try these questions in learnON for instant, corrective feedback. Go to www.jacplus.com.au.
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2.2 Globalisation and the international economy

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to define and give examples of globalisation and explain how it
affects the Australian economy.

2.2.1 The economic issues of globalisation
Globalisation provides the means for increased interaction between the consumers, producers, workers and
governments in one country’s economy with their counterparts in the economies of other countries. Many people
use the term ‘globalisation’ to describe the strengthening economic ties between nations, and the resulting trade
and investment opportunities. Some use it to refer to the increasing exchanges between nations at the social,
political, cultural and technological levels. For others, globalisation refers to our ability to rapidly communicate
with and travel to other regions of the world. In this topic we focus on the economic issues associated with
globalisation and the way they affect all participants in the global economy.

2.2.2 What are the benefits of globalisation?

FIGURE 1 Greater choice and an increased variety of goods and
services is a flow-on benefit of globalisation for consumers.

Globalisation can be a driving force
for economic growth (an increase in
the size of the economy as measured
by gross domestic product). As
countries encourage free trade with
other countries, new markets are
created. Selling more products increases
company profits, and this means
companies can afford to hire more
workers. As a result, both companies
and workers become wealthier, and
the standard of living improves. As
discussed previously, a trade surplus
with our trading partners will result in
an increase in wealth coming into the
country and contributes to the circular
flow of money.

Trade helps to ensure that resources are
used efficiently to produce goods and services. It enables nations to specialise in the products that they make
efficiently or grow naturally. At the same time, producers competing on a global rather than national level must
operate efficiently to keep prices competitive. This increased focus on efficiency and cost savings provides flow-
on benefits for both producers and consumers.

2.2.3 What is the downside of globalisation?

transnational corporations
(TNCs) large business
organisations that have a
home base in one country and
operate partially or wholly owned
businesses in other countries

Globalisation can create unfair working conditions for many workers in poor
countries. Large transnational corporations (TNCs), for example, may shift
their production factories to poorer countries where they can hire labour more
cheaply. These workers may be forced to work long hours in unsafe and unhealthy
factory environments for a very small wage. Workers in the home country of the
TNC may lose their jobs altogether.
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As well as choosing countries that have cheaper labour, TNCs may also choose to locate in countries where
environmental regulation is less stringent. This may result in exploitation of natural resources and damage to
the natural environment, often with little or no benefit flowing on to local communities.

DISCUSS

Critics of TNCs who exploit labour laws by providing poor conditions and low wages for their workers often stage
boycotts of the goods and services these companies provide. Do you think this is an effective strategy to put
pressure on these companies? What else could be done to force a change in this behaviour?

TNCs also have the ability to undercut prices charged by competitors, often forcing smaller producers to close
down. This results in job losses, less competition and less choice for consumers. Removal of competition can
then allow TNCs to raise product prices.

FIGURE 2 A downside of globalisation is the deplorable working conditions faced by many workers in
poorer countries.

2.2.4 Who oversees the global market?
A number of international organisations oversee the flow of goods, services and finance around the world. These
include:

• the World Trade Organization (WTO). Established in 1995, the WTO administers the rules of international
trade. It is an influential organisation that has the power to rule on international trade disputes.

• International Monetary Fund (IMF). Established after World War II, the IMF’s main function is to provide
an orderly way of financially assisting developing countries.
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• Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The OECD develops economic and
social policy for its members. Its 36 member countries include Australia, Japan, Korea, New Zealand and
countries in Europe and North America.

2.2.5 What does globalisation mean for Australia?

FIGURE 3 Globalisation in the form of shipping goods
to or from other countries has advantages for Australian
businesses and consumers.

Globalisation has affected our country in many
ways:

• Many Australian companies now operate
internationally, increasing their profits by
selling their goods and services worldwide.
Some have established their production
centres in regions such as Asia to reduce
labour costs.

• Globalisation has forced Australian farmers
to compete at a global level to sell products
such as wheat and wool. Previously they
could rely on selling their crops and stock
to established trading partners.

• Overseas investment by Australian
companies helps to create employment
and wealth in those overseas countries.
Similarly, investment in Australia by
overseas companies may create growth and
employment opportunities that improve our standard of living.

• Importing a huge variety of goods and services allows consumers
greater choice, usually at cheaper prices. Overseas-made products
in almost every Australian home include electrical goods, food
items, clothing and footwear, numerous television programs and
even the family car.

2.2.6 Is globalisation environmentally
sustainable?

FIGURE 4 Clear-felling forests helps
to meet rising demands for timber. It
also reduces the availability of tree
hollows in old-growth forest needed
by some Australian species as their
habitat.

As the world population grows, demand for goods and services
increases. Meeting this demand requires greater use of renewable
and non-renewable natural resources. The manufacturing processes
involved in producing ever-increasing quantities of goods results in
increased pollution levels and many dangerous by-products. Other
serious environmental problems associated with meeting increased
demand include ozone layer depletion, destruction of old-growth
forests, extinction of many plant and animal species, and climate
change.

Both consumers and producers are becoming increasingly aware of
the need for environmental sustainability.
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2.2.7 How does the internet benefit globalisation?

FIGURE 5 Greater access to the internet enables
even small or isolated businesses to compete
efficiently in a globalised market.

The internet allows huge amounts of information
to be accessed or shared very quickly, facilitating
the exchange of information and ideas between
individuals, businesses and governments around the
world. As e-commerce (commercial transactions such
as advertising, buying and selling on the internet)
increases, isolated groups such as rural exporters
will be able to operate more competitively. This will
provide growth opportunities for many country towns
and out-of-the-way remote businesses that might
otherwise have difficulty in reaching a large market.

Resourceseses
Resources

Weblinks Globalisation

What is globalisation?
Fashion factories

2.2 EXERCISE

Rememeber

1. In your own words, define globalisation.
2. Identify one international organisation that oversees global markets and outline its main function.

Explain

3. List three advantages and three disadvantages of globalisation.
4. Identify and explain two impacts of globalisation on the Australian economy.
5. In what ways has globalisation placed additional pressures on the environment?

Discover

6. Identify one product that you or a family member has purchased online recently from an overseas
supplier.
a. What was the name of the online retailer supplying the product?
b. Which country did the product come from?
c. Is the product available from shops locally?
d. Why did you or the family member decide to use the internet to purchase this product?

Think

7. ‘Many countries are being too heavily influenced by external culture and language, particularly
American culture, and are losing unique elements of their traditional culture.’ Think of the number of
products we buy that have originated in the United States, including fast food, films, music and TV
programs that are now available worldwide. Do you agree or disagree with the view that globalisation
risks damaging local cultures in smaller countries? Give reasons for your answer.

Try these questions in learnON for instant, corrective feedback. Go to www.jacplus.com.au.
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2.3 Imported products in our local shops

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to identify what goods and services we import into Australia and
from where, and explain why we import these goods and services.

2.3.1 Imports — positive or negative?
You may not realise it, but you have been living with and consuming imported products all your life. In fact, if
your parents used disposable nappies, you would have come into contact with imports the day you were born.
But have you ever stopped to think about what effects imports have on the Australian economy? It can be argued
that money going out of Australia to pay for imports is likely to reduce our wealth. Yet many imported goods are
cheaper than those locally produced, allowing us to buy more and make our money go further.

2.3.2 What is an import?
An import is a good or service that is produced overseas and then brought into Australia. Businesses bring
imports into the country and then sell them to other businesses or directly to the public. When we travel and
spend money on an overseas holiday, this has the same effect on the economy as importing goods and services.
In this case we are taking our money to other
countries to spend on goods and services there
rather than physically bringing the products
to our country. The economic effect is that
the money goes to overseas businesses, so the
impact on the Australian economy is the same.

FIGURE 1 The spending of money by overseas tourists in
Australia is called invisible exports.

Similarly, when overseas tourists come to
Australia and spend their money, this has the
same impact on our economy as exporting
goods and services. In this case, money from
overseas consumers is coming into Australia
and being paid to Australian businesses just
as if those businesses had sent their products
overseas. Economists sometimes refer to the
spending of money by Australians overseas as
‘invisible imports’ and the spending of money
here by overseas visitors as ‘invisible exports’.

2.3.3 Where do you find imports?
You will find imported products in most shops. Check the shelves in your local supermarket, or go into any store
selling electrical goods. Look at the labels on the clothes in your wardrobe or other products you have bought
recently. Most businesses carry a range of products that are made both locally and overseas. Imported products
can also be bought online, bypassing local businesses that import goods to sell to Australian consumers.
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FIGURE 2 Consumers can find imported goods in almost every store.

2.3.4 From whom do we import?
Australian imports come from all over the world. Globalisation allows us to buy overseas products in local stores
or in our own homes using the internet.

As we can see from TABLE 1, over 50 per cent of our imports in the 2017–18 financial year came from six of our
ten largest trading partners. Our top 15 sources of imports accounted for almost 78 per cent of the total value of
all imported goods.

TABLE 1 Australia’s top 15 goods and services trade partners, 2017–18

Goods and services imported

Country of origin A$ million % share

China 71 346 18.0

United States of America 48 752 12.3

South Korea 28 674 7.3

Japan 26267 6.6

Germany 18185 4.6

Thailand 18078 4.6

United Kingdom 16036 4.1

Singapore 14 610 3.7

New Zealand 13905 3.5

Malaysia 12 562 3.2

Italy 9 131 2.3

Indonesia 8 384 2.1

India 7 971 2.0

France 7 416 1.9

Vietnam 6946 1.8

Total top 15 308263 78.0

Other 87 137 22.0

Total 395 400 100.0
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2.3.5 What goods and services do we import?
TABLE 2 shows the top ten imports of goods and services into Australia in 2017–18. Although it only made
up 10.7 per cent of total imports by value, the largest single import was the invisible import of Australians
travelling and spending money overseas. While we are used to seeing imported clothing and home electrical
goods in our shops, neither of these types of imports were included in the top ten in 2017–18.

TABLE 2 Australia’s top ten goods and services imports in 2017–18 (A$ million)

Rank Commodity A$ million % share

1 Personal travel (excl. education) services 42 496 10.7

2 Passenger motor vehicles 23 299 5.9

3 Refined petroleum 21655 5.5

4 Ships, boats & floating structures 14 897 3.8

5 Telecom equipment & parts 13 412 3.4

6 Crude petroleum 11738 3.0

7 Goods vehicles 10 181 2.6

8 Freight transport services 9431 2.4

9 Computers 8836 2.2

10 Medicaments (incl. veterinary) 7169 1.8

Total top ten 163114 41.3

Other 232 283 58.7

Total 395 400 100.0

FIGURE 3 Motor vehicles and petroleum are among the many imported products sold in Australia.

2.3.6 Why do we import goods and services?
Australia imports many products, and does so for many reasons. Australian producers may not make a product
as efficiently as it is made in another country, or a particular raw material may not be produced in sufficient
quantities to satisfy demand. Australia began mining its own reserves of petroleum in the 1960s, but production
peaked in the year 2000 and has been in decline ever since. As a result the importation of both crude and refined
petroleum has steadily increased since then, amounting to over 8.5 per cent of all imports in 2017–18. Similarly,
the importation of passenger motor vehicles and goods vehicles amounted to 8.5 per cent of imports in 2017–18
and, with the closure of Australia’s motor industry in 2017, this percentage is likely to increase.
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FIGURE 4 Most electrical goods sold in Australia, such as TV sets, are
imported.

2.3.7 How do imports affect the economy?
In 2017–18, Australia’s income from goods and services exports was higher than its spending on imports,
resulting in a trade surplus. The same was the case in the 2016–17 financial year. However, in many other years,
Australia’s spending on imports has been higher than income earned from exports. Bringing imports into the
country has both positive and negative effects for consumers and producers. These are outlined in TABLE 3.

TABLE 3 Economic effects of imports

Positive effects Negative effects

• There is an enormous range of goods and services
for consumers to buy.

• Australian producers are forced to make goods
and services using resources in the most efficient
way because they have to compete against
cheaper imported products.

• Importing goods from other countries encourages
those countries to buy our exports.

• Australian workers may move overseas and learn
other languages and cultures.

• More trade between countries encourages
peaceful relationships and cultural exchanges.

• Australian jobs may be lost to countries with
cheaper labour costs.

• Imported resources may lower employment
opportunities for Australian workers.

• Australian industries find it difficult to compete
with the lower production costs of some
overseas countries. This leads to a closure of
industries and loss of skills.

• Money leaves the country to circulate overseas,
rather than in Australia, affecting the exchange
rate of the Australian dollar.

• Harmful animal species as well as diseases,
such as COVID-19, may be brought into the
country in various ways.
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DISCUSS

Overall, do you think that imports have a positive or negative effect? What made you reach your decision either
way? Think about all of the effects of importing goods and services, from the increased range on offer, to the
environmental consequences, and the impact on Australian workers.

2.3 EXERCISE

Remember

1. Which three countries were our top three sources of imports in 2017–18?
2. Which type of goods made up our largest percentage of imports by value in 2017–18?
3. Identify two reasons why Australia imports goods and services from overseas.

Explain

4. What is meant by the terms ‘invisible imports’ and ‘invisible exports’?
5. Explain how purchasing imported goods can:

a. improve our standard of living
b. reduce our standard of living.

Discover

6. Provide ten examples of imports that you and your family purchase regularly. Identify their countries of
origin.

7. Choose five stores in your local area, name them and list some of the imported products they stock.

Think

8. Design an advertisement (web page or poster) to encourage consumers to buy Australian products. In
presenting your design to the class, explain why you believe it could work.

Try these questions in learnON for instant, corrective feedback. Go to www.jacplus.com.au.

2.4 Global supply chains

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to explain how global supply chains operate and discuss some of the
challenges inherent in their use.

2.4.1 Land, labour and capital
In the globalised economy, the manufacture of many goods that we purchase is not restricted to one country.
All goods are manufactured using a combination of raw materials (known to economists as land), human skill
and effort (labour), and factory buildings and equipment (capital). Manufacturing today can have different
combinations of these three resources located in many different parts of the world, with the final product sold
in a variety of different countries. The combination of different resources, businesses and information that moves
a product or service from producer to consumer is known as the supply chain.
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2.4.2 Supply chain management

FIGURE 1 The popularity of Nokia
phones has prompted the company
to globalise its operations.

A major concern of any transnational corporation is the management
of the supply chain. Raw materials have to be sourced from various
parts of the world, and these raw materials may then be processed in
a number of different countries. The manufacturing steps may occur
in several locations before the finished product is available for sale.

Supply chain management can be illustrated by examining the
production of the mobile phone. Nokia is one of the best known and
successful mobile phone brands in the world, but it has not always
produced mobile phones. It is a Finnish company that has been in
operation since 1865, producing a variety of goods including cables,
toilet paper and rubber boots.

In the early 1990s, Nokia reinvented itself and started focusing on
technology in the mobile phone industry. With this change in focus
the company began operations as a transnational business, operating
factories and selling its product worldwide.

This transformation did not come without its problems. The
popularity of mobile phones and the Nokia brand meant that in 1996
the company did not have the factories capable of producing the
number of phones demanded. In response, it began the globalisation
of the Nokia operation, with a particular emphasis on updating its
supply chain management.

2.4.3 The Nokia supply chain
The manufacture of a mobile phone is a worldwide process, with countries from every continent involved.

Raw materials

FIGURE 2 Many of the minerals used in mobile phones
are mined in Africa.

The electronic and electromechanical
components of a mobile phone require a variety
of minerals, sourced from all over the world.
Copper for internal wiring comes mainly
from Chile, Australia and Peru, although this
important metal is also supplied by other
countries in South America, Asia and Africa.
Other minerals such as cobalt and tantalum from
central Africa, and zinc, mercury and nickel from
Africa, Asia, South America and Australia are
all required in phone manufacturing. Plastics for
the phone cases have to be processed as a by-
product of petroleum from the Middle East and
other oil-producing regions.

Production of components
Nokia originally made its mobile phones in
Finland but because it was unable to meet demand, opened factories in other locations around the world. For
many years, Nokia in Finland made a number of phone components itself and purchased other components
from around a hundred different specialist components manufacturers, as well as a large number of software
suppliers. Electronic circuits, liquid crystal displays, cases and batteries were all then shipped from different
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parts of the world to be assembled into mobile phones. From 2011, with the increasingly competitive nature of
the smartphone market, Nokia was forced to further restructure its operations. In 2012 it closed its last factory
in Finland, and and its phones were then produced (in some cases under licence by other manufacturers) in a
number of factories throughout Asia, Europe, and North and South America (see FIGURE 3).

Assembly
The assembly of Nokia handsets in various factories worldwide was in response to a demand by
telecommunications companies in different countries for telephones with key features under their particular
brand. Nokia would take orders from the carriers (such as Vodafone) into their production system and make
hundreds of thousands of specialised phones for each carrier. This meant that a carrier could have a unique
faceplate with its own logo, or with specialised software installed. Having become a highly successful
transnational corporation, sourcing materials, manufacturing and assembling mobile phones across the globe,
in 2013 Nokia sold its phone devices and services division to Microsoft. This meant that the division became
part of the Microsoft transnational corporation, and its supply chain became integrated with that of Microsoft
worldwide.

Subsequent restructuring, sales and acquisitions have seen the Nokia mobile phone brand continue to be a
world leader — in more recent years under the ownership of HMD global, where Nokia phone manufacturing
continues in factories located across the globe.

FIGURE 3 Nokia handset factories
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CASE STUDY: COVID-19 DISRUPTIONS TO GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS

The COVID-19 shock to supply chains

By Associate Professor William Ho

FIGURE 4 Panic buying during COVID-19 again exposed
supply chain risks

The coronavirus pandemic is only the latest
shock to supply chains — but COVID-19 is
a wake-up call to businesses in terms of the
cost of being under-prepared.

The Australian supermarket chain,
Woolworths, has announced that it’s closing
all of its supermarkets nationwide early for
one night, so it can restock stores in an
effort to manage panic buying in the face of
[the] COVID-19 pandemic.

But it’s not just here in Australia. Community
fears over COVID-19 has led to consumers
around the world panic-buying goods.

And it highlights the risk this pandemic is
posing to supply chains.

In Australia, shoppers have stripped
supermarkets of toilet paper, hand sanitiser
and dried goods like rice and pasta. Some
have even come to blows in the aisles.

Distributors like the toilet roll subscription service Who Gives A Crap? have been unable to fulfil its orders, and
the supermarket chains have put in place limits on the number of purchases.

However, with most toilet paper made in Australia, manufacturers assure they can rapidly increase production to
manage the surge in demand.

But this panic-buying provides us with a prime example of something called a ‘demand risk’ to supply chains —
or a sudden surge in demand that catches manufacturers and retailers by surprise.

This can also affect other sectors on the frontline of the pandemic including the health system, tourism and
hospitality, and universities.

The economic fallout of this pandemic is already telling us that businesses were ill-prepared for supply chain risks
on this scale. But my research suggests most businesses can do much more to prepare.

Supply chain shock

COVID-19 is only the latest shock to supply chains.

In 2010, for instance, the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland cost airlines $A1.7 billion as flights were grounded
due to ash.

The following year, the earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disaster in Japan caused car maker Toyota to cut
production by 40,000 vehicles, costing the company $US72 million each day.

Nor is COVID-19 the first disease to threaten supply chains. The 2009 H1N1 flu pandemic reduced GDPs around
the world by between 0.5 and 1.5 per cent.

But COVID-19’s impact on supply chains is making itself felt in a range of industries.

Apple has suffered component shortages for iPhones because of [a] temporary manufacturing plant closure
in China.

Car maker, Hyundai Motors has closed seven factories in South Korea, which makes up approximately 40 per
cent of global output, because of supply shortages from its China-based suppliers.
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According to Channel News Asia, Airbus has shut its Tianjin factory for assembling both A320 and A330 aircrafts.

While, consumer goods company Procter & Gamble has also faced challenges as a result of its 387 suppliers
across China.

Many types of risk

When most business leaders think about risks to their supply chains they focus quite narrowly on risks to supply,
like raw goods or products.

But businesses need to think much more broadly than this. In our 2015 research, we identified seven different
types of supply chain risk.

These include:
• Macro risks: including things like natural disasters, disease, war and major economic downturns
• Demand risks: these are sudden surges in demand, forecasting errors and misinformation
• Manufacturing risks: including strikes, accidents and poor working conditions
• Supply risks: like having only one supplier or a small supply base, supplier disruption and supplier
bankruptcy

• Information risks: IT system breakdowns, information delays and lack of transparency
• Transportation risks: including disruptions to transport as a result of strikes, accidents or government
controls

• Financial risks: fluctuations in exchange rates, wages and currency.

Interestingly, almost all of these risk categories are in action during the COVID-19 pandemic, but importantly, all
of them can be identified and mitigated.

Doing better

The global economy has been caught by surprise by COVID-19 because, bluntly, business leaders were unwilling
to invest in preparation.

There is a saying, ‘chance favours the prepared’, and that it what we are seeing in the COVID-19 pandemic.

Countries that were prepared to manage the virus early have managed to slow its spread — like Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and Singapore — while others, like Italy and the US, are now facing major health and economic impacts.

And there are businesses that were well-prepared for the shock of COVID-19.

Printer and ink company HP has its manufacturing distributed across several different countries, including the US
and Singapore. As more of us work from home in an effort to isolate ourselves, HP CEO Enrique Lorres says the
company even stands to benefit from increasing demand.

Companies can better prepare for future supply chain risks by investing in capability, big data analytics and
technology, like the Internet-of-Things.

In the end, the only way to mitigate the risk posed by COVID-19 is to slow down and halt the pandemic — both
through containment and developing a vaccine.

While it’s impossible to predict the ultimate cost of the pandemic, business should take COVID-19 as an
opportunity to learn the costs of under-preparation.

Perhaps next time there’s a shocking event like this, more businesses will be prepared and the damage to supply
chains will be much less.

Source: © University of Melbourne. William Ho. ‘The COVID-19 shock to supply chains’, retrieved from
https://pursuit.unimelb.edu.au/articles/the-covid-19-shock-to-supply-chains [online resource]. Reproduced
by permission under Creative Commons Attribution-No Derivatives 3.0 Australia (CC BY-ND 3.0 AU)
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/
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2.4.4 Responsibility and sustainability issues in supply chain
management
When businesses source supplies and materials from a number of different countries, there are a range of issues
that may arise. The issue of legal compliance is important, as large transnational companies must abide by the
laws of the country in which they are operating. Above and beyond these legal requirements is the concept
of corporate social responsibility. Some businesses will choose to operate in other countries because the laws
regarding labour, wage rates, mining and the environment are less strict and they want to take advantage of these
laws. In terms of supply chain management, businesses should ensure that they treat employees and contractors
appropriately and that any waste that results from their operations is disposed of in a manner that doesn’t harm
the environment.

Corporate social responsibility is the obligation a business has, over and above its legal responsibilities, to
the wellbeing of employees and customers, shareholders and the community, as well as to the environment.
Ensuring sustainability is an important element among these responsibilities. Sustainability refers to the ability
of a country or a business to meet the needs of its citizens now without jeopardising the ability of the country
to meet those needs in the future. Mining, forestry, fishing and farming need to preserve resources so they can
be used now but still be available for use in the future. In sourcing materials and labour from various countries
around the world, businesses need to ensure that their processes are ethical, responsible and sustainable in both
human and environmental respects.

Resourceseses
Resources

Weblink Supply chain

2.4 EXERCISE

Remember

1. What is a supply chain?
2. Why did Nokia have to globalise its phone manufacturing business?
3. Identify three different raw materials that are used in the production of mobile phones and the countries

where these materials are sourced.

Explain

4. Explain how Nokia can customise its phones to meet the needs of service providers in different
countries.

Discover

5. Use the Supply chain weblink in the Resources tab to learn how Microsoft manages their supply chain
to ensure that it:
a. minimises environmental impacts
b. improves social conditions
c. responsibly sources raw materials.

6. The disposal of mobile phones has been a problem in the past, but the recycling of phones is strongly
encouraged nowadays. Use library or internet resources to investigate how and where this recycling
takes place. What happens to the various components when this recycling occurs?

7. Investigate another transnational corporation that operates throughout the world and identify the key
elements of its supply chain. (For example, you could research Nestlé or Ford, or use the internet to
find examples of others.) Present your information in the form of a flowchart or map.

Try these questions in learnON for instant, corrective feedback. Go to www.jacplus.com.au.
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2.5 Transnational corporations

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic, you will be able to describe the growth and development of transnational
corporations and explain the benefits and challenges associated with these entities.

2.5.1 What is a TNC?
A transnational corporation (TNC) is a business that produces and sells its products in a number of countries
throughout the world. TNCs have their headquarters in one country and they establish subsidiaries in other
countries. The subsidiaries are located in countries that provide the resources and conditions necessary for them
to operate. TNCs represent the highest level of involvement in global business, where national borders do not
represent barriers to trade. TNCs conduct a large percentage of their business outside of their home country.

2.5.2 Worldwide assets and sales
TNCs come in many different forms. Sanyo, McDonald’s, Unilever, Ford, News Corporation and BHP are just a
few of the well-known foreign and Australian transnational corporations.

FIGURE 1 Neon signs in London showing examples of TNCs

The degree to which a business is a genuine transnational company can be measured by examining the
proportion of its sales that occur outside its home country. TABLE 1 shows ten of the largest transnational
corporations and the percentage of their sales that occur outside their home countries.
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TABLE 1 Ten largest TNCs by percentage of sales that occur outside home countries.

Company Home country Overseas sales as a percentage of total sales

Nestlé Switzerland 97.8

Vodafone Britain 88.3

Siemens Germany 85.3

British Petroleum (BP) Britain 79.8

Volkswagen Germany 78.3

Honda Japan 77.7

Total (oil) France 76.9

Exxon Mobil USA 73.0

GDF Suez (electricity) France 65.6

Toyota Japan 60.8

Source: Table based on information from the UN Committee on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)

Many of these corporations have factories and assembly plants spread around the world. For example, car
manufacturer Toyota has manufacturing or assembly plants in 27 different countries spread across Europe, North
and South America, Asia and Africa, in addition to its home base in Japan. A substantial proportion of Toyota’s
employees work in countries other than Japan, and in 2012 it became the first motor manufacturing company
to produce more than 10 million cars in one year worldwide. Oil companies such as Exxon Mobil and BP drill
for oil in different locations across the world and have oil refineries in many countries. French energy company
GDF Suez owns electricity generation assets around the world, including a number of gas-fired power stations in
Western Australia and South Australia.

FIGURE 2 A Toyota dealership in Lithuania

2.5.3 The biggest and richest
Some of the largest transnational corporations have annual revenues that exceed the GDP of many countries.
In 2018, a number of companies reported revenue figures greater than many countries’ GDP. US retail giant,
Walmart, earned enough revenue to be ranked 24th in the world by GDP. Volkswagen would be ranked 43rd and
Apple 47th if they were countries rather than corporations. The top ten transnational corporations by revenue for
2017 are shown in TABLE 2.
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TABLE 2 Top ten transnational corporations by revenue, 2017

Company Home country Activity
Revenue

(US$ million)

1 Walmart USA Retail 485 900

2 State Grid China Electricity supply 315 200

3 Sinopec Group China Oil and gas 267500

4 China National
Petroleum

China Oil 262 600

5 Toyota Motor Japan Car manufacture 254 700

6 Volkswagen Germany Car manufacture 240 300

7 Royal Dutch Shell Netherlands/Britain Oil 240 000

8 Berkshire Hathaway USA Finance/investment 223 700

9 Apple USA ICT 215600

10 Exxon Mobil USA Oil 205 000

2.5.4 Some positives and negatives of TNCs

FIGURE 3 This railway line in the Pilbara in Western
Australia is an example of a transport link built by a
transnational mining company.

In 2016, 69 corporations were on the list of the
top 100 economic entities of the world. If the
wealthiest TNCs have revenue greater than many
small to medium countries, they have enormous
power. If a TNC uses this power in the best
interests of the people of those countries in which
it operates, those people can benefit enormously:

• Investment from TNCs brings money and
therefore economic growth into the country.

• Parent companies and their subsidiaries may
share intellectual property such as design and
technology concepts. This helps less developed
economies become more advanced. The flow
of ideas and talent is also supported by the
movement of staff between countries, even
though they remain employed by the
same TNC.

• The standard of living of people in less developed countries can be improved as jobs are created.
• Transnational corporations sometimes contribute towards the provision of new transport links to service

their premises, and this can be of benefit to the local community.
• When a transnational company builds a new factory, this can stimulate other businesses in the surrounding

area. Businesses supplying raw materials, equipment and components to the factory can benefit.

economic entity any person
or organisation engaged in
economic activity; this could
be an individual, a household,
a business, a government or a
country

On the other hand, if the transnational company does not act ethically, there may be very little that the
government of a host country can do simply because of the financial power wielded by the large company. Some
transnational corporations have been found to have acted in ways that have exploited host countries and their
people:

• Transnational corporations often set up production in countries that have high
levels of poverty and low wages. They often employ young children, pay
workers the minimum amount possible, and provide very little in the way of
safe working conditions or employee benefits such as meal breaks, sick pay,
holiday pay or superannuation.
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• Profits are often returned to the home country rather than being used to benefit the economy of the host
country.

• Many transnationals will bring their own managerial and skilled staff with them, leaving only menial work
for the local population.

• Many transnational corporations have a poor record in environmental matters. They often exploit the laxity
of environmental regulations in the host country to pollute the air and waterways there.

• Transnational companies often use complex systems of transfer pricing to avoid paying tax on profits
earned in the host country. This means that the government of the host country does not gain much
additional revenue from the operations of the TNC.

FIGURE 4 This young boy working in a textile factory in India is making clothes to supply a
transnational clothing company.

2.5.5 Regulating the activities of TNCs

transfer pricing when one
subsidiary of a transnational
corporation charges another
subsidiary for providing goods or
services, often resulting in profits
being moved between different
countries to avoid the payment of
tax on those profits

As a result of international concerns over the activities of some TNCs, the United Nations identified some key
responsibilities for the largest transnational corporations:

• Do not use forced or compulsory labour.
• Respect the rights of children to be protected from economic exploitation.
• Provide a safe and healthy working environment.
• Pay workers enough to ensure an adequate standard of living for them and their

families.
• Recognise the rights of employees to join unions and other collective bargaining

organisations.

Resourceseses
Resources

Weblink Tax justice network
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2.5 EXERCISE

Remember

1. Define the term transnational corporation and provide three examples.
2. What is an economic entity? Give two examples.
3. Which TNC is the most internationalised in the world, and what percentage of its sales occur outside

its home country?

Explain

4. What type of economic or business activity involves most of the largest transnational corporations?
(Hint: Refer to TABLE 2.)

5. Explain three possible advantages and three possible disadvantages for a host country of having a
transnational corporation set up a factory or other operation in its territory.

Discover

6. Use the Tax Justice Network weblink in the Resources tab to learn more about the issues associated
with taxing corporations, and then use this information to answer the following:
a. Identify two reasons why it is important to tax transnational corporations.
b.What is the difference between tax evasion, tax avoidance and tax cheating?
c. Explain the international system that currently exists to oversee the taxing of transnational

corporations.
d. Give an example of the way in which transfer pricing is used to avoid tax.
e. Explain one possible solution to the current problem of TNCs avoiding tax.

Predict

7. What do you think might happen if the government of a relatively poor country decided to change the
laws to collect more tax from TNCs operating within its borders?

Think

8. Why do you think the United Nations thought it necessary to draw up a code to govern TNC
behaviour?

9. What short-term and long-term benefits do you think could result for a TNC that always behaved
ethically and respected human rights?

Try these questions in learnON for instant, corrective feedback. Go to www.jacplus.com.au.

2.6 SkillBuilder: Developing graphs from tables
2.6.1 Tell me
A picture is worth a thousand words! While a table of data can provide useful information, presenting this data
as a graph can make the information more accessible and easier to read. Spreadsheet software such as Excel can
be used to create graphs from tables, and the process is very simple.

2.6.2 Show me
Using TABLE 2 ‘Australia’s top ten goods and services imports in 2017–18 (A$ million)’ from subtopic 2.3, we
can carry out the steps outlined below to create a graph from the table data.
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TABLE 2 Australia’s top ten goods and services imports in 2017–18 (A$ million)

Rank Commodity Value (A$ million) % share

1 Personal travel (excl. education)
services

42 496 10.7

2 Passenger motor vehicles 23 299 5.9

3 Refined petroleum 21655 5.5

4 Ships, boats & floating structures 14 897 3.8

5 Telecom equipment & parts 13 412 3.4

6 Crude petroleum 11738 3.0

7 Goods vehicles 10 181 2.6

8 Freight transport services 9431 2.4

9 Computers 8836 2.2

10 Medicaments (incl. veterinary) 7169 1.8

Total top 10 163114 41.3

Other 232 283 58.7

Total 395 400 100.0

1. Open a new Excel file.
2. Copy the ten categories of imports into the first column. You may need to make the column wider to fit

the text.
3. Next to each category of imports, copy the value of each of these imports in the second column.
4. Select all cells in the column with the figures and convert to dollars by clicking on the dollar sign in the

number formatting section of the ‘Home’ toolbar.
5. Select both columns, and click on the ‘Insert’ tab. You will then see the ‘Charts’ creation section of the

toolbar.
6. Click on the ‘Insert column or bar chart’ icon, and the column graph menu will drop down. You can

choose various formats of column graphs to present your data, including 2D and 3D options.
7. Click on your selected format (in this case, use 2D column) and the data will be presented as a column

graph in the centre of the Excel page.
8. Click anywhere within the boundary of the graph and the ‘Chart Tools’ toolbar will appear at the top

of the page. Click on the ‘Design’ tab to change the design of your graph, including the colour of the
columns.

9. Click on the ‘Chart title’ to type in a title for the graph.
10. Your finished graph will present a comparison of the different categories of imports as shown in FIGURE 1.
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FIGURE 1 Graph showing Australia’s top ten goods and services imports in 2017–18 (A$ million)

Australia’s top 10 goods and services imports (A$ million)
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2.6.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activity to practise your skills.

ACTIVITY

Apply the process outlined in the Show me section to create graphs from three other tables in this topic:
• subtopic 2.3, TABLE 1 Australia’s top 15 goods and services trade partners, 2017–18
• subtopic 2.5, TABLE 1 Ten largest TNCs by percentage of sales that occur outside home countries
• subtopic 2.5, TABLE 2 Top ten transnational corporations by revenue, 2017.
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2.7 Review
2.7.1 Key knowledge summary
2.2 Globalisation and the international economy

• Globalisation provides the means for increased interaction between consumers, producers, workers and
governments in one economy with their counterparts in other economies.

• Globalisation has also led to the growth of large transnational corporations, many of which have used their
power to exploit workers in poorer countries.

• Australia has benefited from globalisation because of the overseas demand for our mineral resources and
the access to cheaper imported products for consumers. On the downside, cheaper imports have led to the
closure of many of our own manufacturing industries.

• Globalisation has created a great deal of environmental damage throughout the world, leading to the
international community becoming more aware of the need for sustainability and environmental protection.

2.3 Imported products in our local shops
• Increased trade between nations has helped to fuel economic growth and assist poorer countries to achieve

higher standards of living.
• Australia relies heavily on imported goods brought in from countries all around the world.
• More than 50 per cent of our imports in the 2017–18 financial year came from six of our ten largest trading

partners, while our top 15 sources of imports accounted for almost 80 per cent of the total value of all
imported goods.

• Australia imports goods and services because our local producers may not make a product as efficiently as
it is made in another country, or a particular raw material may not be produced in sufficient quantities to
satisfy demand.

2.4 Global supply chains
• In globalised manufacturing industries, raw materials, components and machinery can come from a

variety of sources from all over the world, making supply chain management a major task for transnational
corporations.

• Mobile phone manufacturer Nokia is an example of a company that had to set up factories all over the
world to satisfy demand for its products.

• Environmental sustainability and the ethical treatment of workers in poorer countries are issues that must
be considered in the supply chain management of all transnational corporations.

2.5 Transnational corporations
• Transnational corporations are large business organisations that have their home base in one country and

operate partially owned or wholly owned businesses in other countries.
• Many of the most globalised TNCs conduct more than 70 per cent of their business outside their home

country.
• Some of the largest transnational corporations have annual revenue that is larger than the GDP of many

countries. This can give them greater power and influence than these countries, and lead to exploitation of
these countries and their people.

• Transnational corporations can bring many benefits to countries in which they operate, such as employment
and new technology.

• Some TNCs have been found to be acting unethically by not paying enough tax in countries in which they
operate, by paying low wages and by not providing safe and healthy working conditions.
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2.7.2 Key terms

economic entity any person or organisation engaged in economic activity; this could be an individual, a
household, a business, a government or a country
transfer pricing when one subsidiary of a transnational corporation charges another subsidiary for providing
goods or services, often resulting in profits being moved between different countries to avoid the payment of tax
on those profits
transnational corporations (TNCs) large business organisations that have a home base in one country and
operate partially or wholly owned businesses in other countries

2.7.3 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

ACTIVITY 1

1. Over the last 20 years, many organisations opposed to the effects of globalisation and the increased
power of TNCs have sprung up across the world. Supporters of these groups have held protests
in various parts of the world, including in Australia in 2000, 2006, 2007 and 2011. In small groups,
examine the arguments in favour of and against economic globalisation and the increasing power of
transnational corporations. Use the arguments outlined in this topic and make use of online resources
to provide statistics and evidence to support your arguments.

2. ‘The growth of globalisation and the increasing power of transnational corporations has done more
harm than good to the economies of Australia and many other countries.’ Do you agree or disagree?
Conduct a class debate on this issue.

ACTIVITY 2

Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

Markets, sectors, growth and trade: how are the economies of the world similar, different and
interconnected?
1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner.

Has your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?
2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question, outlining your views.

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic
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